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Abstract—In large-scale certificate management on multi-tenant web servers, preloading a large number of certificates for managing a large number of hosts under the single server process results in increasing the required memory usage due to the respective page table entry manipulation, which may be poor resource efficiency and reduced capacity. To solve this issue, we propose a method to dynamically load the certificates bound to the hostnames found during the SSL/TLS handshake sequences without preloading, provided the Server Name Indication (SNI) extension is available. We implement the function of choosing the respective certificates with the ngx_mruby module which extend Web server functions using mruby with small memory footprint while maintaining the execution speed. We also evaluated the proposed method on a Web hosting service of authors’ place of an employer.

1. Introduction

Free Domain-validated (DV) certificates such as Let’s Encrypt [3] are beginning to be provided, and supporting HTTPS becomes relatively low cost. Supporting HTTPS has become an urgent task by Web hosting companies.

In the Web hosting service based on the multi-tenant architecture [7], single server process group need to manage a large number of hosts [16] to provide at a low price by reducing the hardware cost and operation cost by accommodating hosts with high integration. The term single server process group means that a server process was shared by a large number of hosts, not activated a process for each host on the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture. The number of server processes does not depend on the number of hosts, but rather depends on the Web server implementation, which may invoke hundreds of server processes at the startup.

To communicate with HTTPS, existing Web server software needs to load the secret key paired with the server certificate for each host at the server process startup [5]. However, the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture don’t take advantage of reducing the hardware cost and operation cost with the existing mechanism. The reason for this is that if hosts are accommodated in a high degree of integration, it takes a lot of time to start the server process by reading a large number of server certificates and secret keys, and the memory usage of the server process increases depending on the number of hosts.

In this paper, we propose large-scale certificate management method which effectively and efficiently reduces the memory consumption of the Web server process by dynamically acquiring corresponding server certificate and secret key data each request in a highly integrated multi-tenant Web server.

The proposed method does not preload a server certificate and a secret key at the Web server process startup, but rather dynamically loads the server certificate and the secret key from a database each request based on the requested hostname or IP address/port during SSL/TLS handshake.

We implement the new feature of ngx_mruby [15] that can handle the loading phase of certificates. ngx_mruby [15] is a fast and memory-efficient Web server extension mechanism scripting with mruby [9] for nginx [10]. Server certificates and secret keys are stored in Redis [17], which is a kind of KVS [4], and the certificate and secret key corresponding to a hostname are acquired by the mruby code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we summarize the tasks for constantly using HTTPS in a highly integrated multi-tenant Web server in section 2. We describe the architecture and implementation of the proposed method in section 3. In section 4, we quantitatively verify the problems of the existing method and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In section 5, we evaluate the proposed method in production of hosting service of our employer for one month. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related works

Web hosting service [12] is a typical application service of highly integrated multi-tenant architecture. The Web hosting service shares server resources among multiple hosts and provides an HTTP server function for each hostname. In the Web hosting service, the function that is identified by a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) and serves the corresponding content is called a host. In this paper, we call a multi-tenant architecture which can accommodate tens of thousands of hosts as a highly integrated multi-tenant architecture [13].

The highly integrated multi-tenant architecture adopts the virtual host method [19] which processes multiple hosts by a single server process group. Popular Web server software such as Apache httpd [18] and nginx can handle
multiple hosts by a single server process group using the virtual host method like VirtualHost configuration of Apache htdp.

In the existing server certificate management of web servers, the Web server loads the certificate associated with the hostname into a memory at a Web server process startup [5]. The Web server reads out the certificate corresponding to an IP address/port or a hostname from memory at each SSL/TLS handshake and starts the HTTPS session. This method can process at high speed during the SSL/TLS handshake since the certificate is loaded in advance to the memory.

A highly integrated multi-tenant architecture needs to make the configuration and adopts the process model independent from the number of hosts with the virtual host method, since the architecture manages a large number of hosts. In operation in a production environment, a single server process may accommodate more than several tens of thousands of hosts.

The existing method needs to load a large number of certificates and secret keys in the memory at the server process startup. In the system configuration of a reverse proxy for the TLS termination, the system needs to first perform TLS communication on the reverse proxy to the hostnames of all the hosts accommodated in a large number of hosting servers. The reverse proxy must manage configurations and certificates on hundreds of thousands of hostnames. In that case, as the number of server certificate increases, the loading time of configurations and certificates data at the server process startup greatly increases. Also, the memory usage of the server process greatly increases. These increasing resources may cause a serious problem.

3. Proposed method

3.1. Large-scale Certificate Management

Our proposed method meets the following three requirements, which are essential in the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture which requires maximization of balance between computer resource, performance efficiency and efficiency of the system operation cost while solving the problem described in section 2:

1) To support the Server Name Indication (SNI) extension to accommodate hosts;
2) To avoid loading all Web server certificates for faster startup of the server processes; and
3) To ensure that the memory usage of the Web server process is independent of the number of hosts, by dynamically loading the associated server certificates during each SSL/TLS handshake.

SNI [1] in the requirement (1) is an extended specification of SSL/TLS. Serving multiple HTTPS servers by a small number of IP address is critical to provide at a low price under the cost constraint of the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture. SNI allows selective use the server certificate in the hostname, since SNI tells the unencrypted hostname to the server during SSL/TLS handshake. SNI is commonly used to accommodate a large number of hosts virtually with a single server process group and a single IP address in the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture.

We propose the method that the server certificate and secret key of the request are dynamically loaded from data-store like database, file system or API, based on the requested hostname during the SSL/TLS handshake when an HTTPS request comes to the Web server, with SNI in the requirement (1). The dynamic certificate loading meets the requirement (3).

In the proposed method, the startup time of the web server process does not depend on the number of hosts and memory usage, and does not increase, which meets the requirement (2). The dynamic certificate loading does not need to load a large number of server certificates beforehand at the startup. Even if the number of certificates increases, the proposed method does not cause the problem of taking a long time to reload the server process when a configuration change occurs, since the startup speed of the server process is not slowed down by dynamic certificate loading each request. Also, adding more hosts by changing the configuration does not require the server process reloading, since the proposed method can dynamically analyze the certificate location from the hostname.

By aggregating data in databases and caches that can communicate via TCP, Our proposed method ensures availability and performance of the service system by increasing the number of Web servers using a scale-out model as the number of HTTPS requests increases. Our system can easily prepare HTTPS environment by linking the databases that store the user data like the hostname, certificates, and secret keys data, under TLS option contacts with customers in a production environment.

3.2. Implementation

In our proposed method implementation, we used ngx_mruby which can extend nginx scripting with mruby and process at high speed with less memory usage. Also, the OpenSSL [11] version 1.0.2 or later have a function that calls back an extension function of SSL/TLS handshake behavior such as custom loading server certificates and secret keys during SSL/TLS handshake, SSL_CTX_set_cert_cb(). By making this function executable from ngx_mruby, the callback function using mruby during SSL/TLS handshake on nginx [14] can be written by ngx_mruby, which enables the server administrator to easily implement the dynamic certificate loading algorithm for the various systems.

Figure 1 shows an implementation example of dynamically loading server certificates and secret keys at SSL/TLS handshake using ngx_mruby. The server certificates are stored in Key-Value Store (KVS) such as Redis for the requested hostname of each request. The certificate_data and the certificate_key_data methods pass data of a certificate and a private key themselves, not a file.
server {
  listen 443 ssl;
  server_name _;
  ssl_protocols TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2;
  ssl_ciphers "HIGH:!aNULL:!MD5";
  ssl_certificate /path/to/dummy.crt;
  ssl_certificate_key /path/to/dummy.key;

  mruby_ssl_handshake_handler_code 'ssl = Nginx::SSL.new
  host = sslservername
  redis = Redis.new "127.0.0.1", 6379
  ssl.certificate_data = redis["#{host}.crt"]
  ssl.certificate_key_data = redis["#{host}.key"]
  ',
}

Figure 1. KVS-based Configuration Example of Dynamic Server Certificate Management.

Figure 2. System Example of Dynamic Server Certificate Management.

In Figure 2, a design example in operation of production is described. The administrator saves the server certificate and secret key data in the database. When nginx receives an HTTPS request, it loads the server certificate and secret key from the database via ngx_mruby scripts and establishes the SSL/TLS session. The proposed method implementation temporarily stores cache data using KVS such as Redis which enables high-speed access to the data to reduce the connection cost to the database for each request. Even if the number of servers is increased for availability or performance, our proposed method implementation can easily share server certificate data via TCP connection with database or cache server.

We measured CPU metrics using the Linux time command until all the worker processes have completed the initialization. We also determined memory usage size of a certain worker process, arbitrarily picked up from whole worker processes, using the Linux ps command; we adopted both fields on virtual memory (VSZ) and physical memory (RSS). We later discuss whole memory usage size comparison of the existing method and the proposed method at section 4.2.

Table 2 shows the result. Loading of server certificates depends on the performance per core since a single master process uses only one CPU at first. In the era when increasing the CPU usage efficiency by the number of cores, shortening this processing time is difficult. There were no notable points about the usage time of the user CPU and system CPU.

Memory usage size of a worker process acquired from both virtual memory (VSZ) and physical memory (RSS) fields from ps command are about 3 GBytes as well.

4. Evaluation and consideration in the production environment

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, in the existing problem described in section 2, we clarify the problem of the time of startup (preloading) of the existing method from the experiment. Next, we compare the existing method (preloading) with the proposed method (dynamic loading) that saves the server certificate and secret key data in Redis and acquires data from the file and Redis for each SSL/TLS handshake. Table 1 shows the experiment environment.

4.1. Verification of memory usage and startup time of existing methods

In the table 1 environment, we verify the problem described in section 2 by using nginx version 1.11.13. We generated server certificates and secret keys of the key length of 4096 bits for one hundred thousand hosts by the openssl command for each host configuration of nginx and measured the memory usage and startup time of nginx server processes.

Table 2 shows the result. Loading of server certificates depends on the performance per core since a single master process uses only one CPU at first. In the era when increasing the CPU usage efficiency by the number of cores, shortening this processing time is difficult. There were no notable points about the usage time of the user CPU and system CPU.

Memory usage size of a worker process acquired from both virtual memory (VSZ) and physical memory (RSS) fields from ps command are about 3 GBytes as well.
4.2. Performance evaluation of the proposed method

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method. We used nginx which is linked ngx_mruby module as web server software for evaluation.

We set the nginx configuration of both the existing method and the proposed method to different ports. The configuration of the proposed method is a configuration to load the server certificate and secret key with the requested hostname as the key during SSL/TLS handshake. The configuration of the existing method is a configuration of preloading server certificates at the startup time of the Web server process. Both configurations fixed the cipher suites on the server side to prevent the SSL/TLS session cache to maximize the impact during SSL/TLS handshake.

In the case of configuration to load multiple certificates, the calculation of loading certificates amount required for the existing method is O(1) since the method treats correspondence between hostname and certificate as a hash algorithm in nginx. Also, the calculation of loading certificates amount required for the proposed method is O(1) since the method also acquires the certificate from the KVS using the requested hostname as the key. From the above, we have determined that it is necessary and sufficient for the evaluation in this experiment to set one certificate to be read in the configuration of the existing method and the proposed method.

We used HTTPS benchmark software wrk [20] which supports multi threading to compare performance. While changing the number of simultaneous connections, we sent 5 million requests as the total and measured the number of requests per second.

We applied the proposed method to a hosting service production of our employer and evaluated it on the operation in the production.

4.3. Evaluation in production

We considered that the process of dynamically loading a certificate is almost negligible because encryption and compound processing in SSL/TLS handshake is very large. When the number of simultaneous connections is thousand, both the existing method and the proposed method are somewhat degraded in performance, but this result is within the error range since the difference is also less than 1%.

In the preloading method, there is a problem that the amount of memory usage increases as the number of hosts increases in the highly integrated multi-tenant architecture. On the other hand, the memory usage at startup is very small since the dynamic loading method does not require the initializing process to store all SSL/TLS configuration data such as server certificate in memory at startup.

We applied the proposed method to a hosting service production of our employer and evaluated it on the operation in the production.

The hosting service adopted the existing method (preloading) that loads the certificate at the time of startup using Apache httpd before applying the proposed method.

As the evaluation method, We measured the transition of the total number of certificates the number of requests processed per second, the CPU usage rate, and memory usage for one month from March 4 to April 4 of 2017 when the existing preloading method was adopted. We compared the transition with the same kind of measured values during the one month from July 22 to August 22 of the same year after applying the proposed method (dynamic loading).

We have developed a production environment based on Figure 2. Also, the server hardware which was adopted in the preloading method and the dynamic loading method has the same specifications.

Table 4 shows server specifications.

Table 3 shows the result. Nsc in the table is an abbreviation for Number of simultaneous connections. In the experimental results, we observed that there is almost no performance difference between preloading and dynamic loading method.

Table 3. Experimental Result of Proposed Method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nsc</th>
<th>proposed method</th>
<th>existing method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>171456.60</td>
<td>171914.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>172303.84</td>
<td>172578.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>172715.81</td>
<td>173631.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>171872.24</td>
<td>173272.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Production Server Specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v2 2.5GHz 12thread</td>
<td>32GB</td>
<td>NEC Express5800/E120e-M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have developed a production environment based on Figure 2. Also, the server hardware which was adopted in the preloading method and the dynamic loading method has the same specifications.

Table 4 shows server specifications.

Figure 3 shows the transition of the number of certificates for one month. Figure 4 indicates the transition of the number of requests processed per second. Figure 5 shows the transition of CPU utilization of the server. Figure 6 shows the transition of the memory usage of the server.

Figure 3 indicates that the number of certificates increased by about 400 in one month in the preloading method of the existing method. In that case, as described in the 4.1 section, Figure 6 shows that the usage has increased by about 1 GBytes since the preloading method reads all certificates at startup. On the other hand, the dynamic loading method of the proposed method of Figure 3 shows that the number of certificates has increased by more than 10,000 in one month. The increase in the number of certificates was due to a newly-provided free HTTPS certificate service of our
The number of certificates in a month.

Request per second in a month.

CPU usage in a month.

Memory usage in a month.

employer. The number of certificates of servers processing by dynamic loading method is 10 times to 15 times that of preloading method, and the number of requests in second is more than six times from Figure 4.

However, as shown by Figure 5 and Figure 6, the transition of CPU usage and memory usage are less than the server which was processing with the existing preloading method.

Regarding the problem of increasing the memory usage depending on the number of certificates in the preloading method, as shown by Figure 6, the proposed method does not significantly increase in memory usage. The memory usage can be greatly reduced by the proposed method. This is because it is not necessary to read a certificate of a domain without access by loading only the certificate corresponding to the domain HTTP requested from clients.

It is possible to reload, graceful restart command by nginx, the server process online without failing the request since the time required for reloading the configuration of the Web server process is greatly shortened. By shortening this time, the proposed method can freely release the memory usage, and the memory usage as a whole can be reduced.

Depending on the implementation of the web server, normally the graceful restart function to reload the configuration without missing the request completes in seconds. In the existing method, when the number of certificates to be load at the time of activation increases, it takes time to reload for several tens of seconds and even several minutes. Even if graceful restarting, the service was stopped due to the request timeout.

4.4. The discussion of the evaluation result

Figure 3 and Figure 6 indicate that the number of certificates increases by about 400 in one month in the preloading method and the memory increases by about 1 GBytes. The breakdown of the memory increase amount per certificate is the configuration of the host, the data of the certificate and the secret key, and the memory usage amount used when the Web server processes HTTPS requests. In other words, when trying to process 20000 server certificates by the preloading method, it is calculated that 50 GBytes of additional memory is required. The proposed method can process 20000 certificates with about 3 GBytes, so that the resource usage can be greatly improved.

When using the server equipped with 32GBytes of memory in table 4, if the number of certificates reaches 20000
or more in the future, the existing method requires memory over 500 GBytes from the viewpoint of the memory usage mentioned above. In other words, in the existing method, more than 15 servers with 32 Gbytes memory installed are required.

On the other hand, in the proposed method, Figure 6 indicates that memory usage hardly depends on the number of certificates. From the viewpoint of memory usage, this result shows that even if the number of certificates reaches 200000, even one server can process it. In the proposed method, in the situation where future HTTPS communication becomes commonplace, the number of servers can be greatly reduced.

In the existing method, the time for reloading the server process becomes longer as the number of certificates increases, so that there was a problem that the service stoppage time due to reloading becomes long at loading a new configuration or registering a new certificate.

However, in the proposed method, the proposed method can reload the process in a short time and shorten the service downtime since the certificate is not loaded at server process startup. Also, applying a configuration of a new certificate of other host does not need the reloading server process. The proposed method can dynamically analyze where the certificate is located from the hostname like file path including a hostname or database with a hostname as key. When adding a new certificate, if the server administrator registers certificate data in the database, the proposed method can apply HTTPS to the existing site without reloading the server process.

Therefore, the service stoppage time can be shortened as a whole by the proposed method, and it becomes possible to adopt a system configuration easy to operate.

5. Conclusion

As RFC adoption of HTTP/2 protocol is required on HTTPS, the existing sites need to support HTTPS. The existing method takes time to start up, since a highly integrated multi-tenant Web server needs to load a large number of server certificates at a server process startup.

The proposed method dynamically loads the server certificate and secret key corresponding to the requested hostname during SSL/TLS handshake and then communicates via HTTPS. By using the proposed method, the server can communicate via HTTPS without loading a large number of server certificates at startup. Moreover, the cost of dynamically loading a certificate is low compared with the cost of CPU usage time from the whole SSL/TLS handshake, and the experimental results show that performance does not cause a problem in practical use.

As a result of introducing the proposed method to the production environment of hosting service, resource usage can be greatly reduced compared with the existing method, and the proposed method is sufficiently effective on the operation of the production environment.

Furthermore, even if the performance becomes insufficient due to the processing of HTTPS, the proposed method can easily scale up servers using the scale-out model by the centralized management of the server certificate data with a reverse proxy put in front of the HTTPS servers.

We conclude that the proposed method is one promising method of a practical system design for supporting HTTPS of highly integrated multi-tenant architecture.
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